May 1, 2009
Went to doctors today. Philip was OCDing very bad in office with washing hands, ripping paper, trying to write on things. His itching which had started with the medicine but now that the medicine has stopped has turned into an anxiety thing. Whenever we are out at a store or school, he can't stop itching his privates. Makes for a very difficult trip to the store. 
May 2 , 2009
Started out very stimmy today but is settling down a little. At least for this 5 minutes lol. 
May 3, 2009 
Good day over all but lots of OCD writing. Verbal stimming higher today again.
May 4, 2009
Good day today at school, came home happy. Later afternoon became agitated. OT experienced lots of chinnning. Just seems off this afternoon.
May 5, 2009
Some chinning in school today. Seems calm since home, enjoyed lotion and hole punching and rocking for sensory. He has a new rocking chair that he loves. (Thank you Grandma and Grandpa!) Only 18 more days of school Yeah!!!
May 7, 2009
Philip has been crabbier than usual the last two days and his anxiety is up. His salt craving/ocd is out of control, today he had a plate with some tater tots and it looked like they were sitting in snow because he had dumped the whole salt shaker. I guess I have to lock that up now too. He definetly doesn't believe in doing things in moderation lol. Tomorrow his sister has her moving up school ceremony, I just pray he is quiet during it. I'll have to sneak in some snacks. Next week Philip gets evaluated by Rothman Center, I hope they can lead us in the right direction. I would give anything to go back 2 years, puberty is murder.
May 8, 2009
Pretty good day today. Philip did well athis sister's moving up school ceremony. He was getting a little fussy but as luck would have it the service dog Piper that visits his classroom was there and they brought him over by Philip. This helped calm him a lot. God must of known I needed some help.
May 11, 2009
Lot's of anxiety this weekend. Woke this morning at 3:30am saying "no school, no school." I so wish it was just summer vacation. Enjoyed walking on the nature trail yesterday. He also picked out a Mother's Day ice cream cake. He insisted on a cake with blue icing but the only one they had said "Happy Birthday." He bought this one but when he got home he got out my cake writing gel and crossed out the "Happy Birthday." I thought it was pretty smart.
May 14, 2009
Enjoyed swinging in hammock this morning. Getting ready to go to Rothman center for his evaluation. I hope he does well. I'm bringing lots of things for him to write on so he leaves their stuff alone lol. Spent almost 5 hours at Rothman, mostly paperwork but the people were so great. Philip did pretty well for that long and it helped they brought him out some juice and lolipops. No surprise, gave the diagnosis of Autistic Disorder and Obsessive Compulsive Disorder. Gave us a script for some new medicine but waiting on aproval because medicaid doesn't want to cover it. 
May 15, 2009
Pretty good day today, did ok at the pediatricians office. Trying to give him lots of sensory today. No real demands on him today so he is pretty happy.
May 17, 2009
Pretty good day again today except for a few showers. We were outside doing some sensory, had him carry heavy watering can for sensory but he always wants to just pour it over his head. We then did writing in shaving cream on the table. As you can see from the below picture he had other ideas lol.

May 19, 2009
Today was crazy mix up clothing day at school and Philip enjoyed wearing two different socks and shoes. Always worry doing things like that because he may decide he liked it too much and it will become an everyday thing lol. He had a pretty good day the past two days but I've decreased the amount of demands on him. Eventually, I will have to increase the demands again. Still waiting for Medicaid to approve the new med. :-( I do notice more speech since starting the Vitamin D3.
May 25, 2009
wow, where has the past week gone? Yesterday Philip and family went to Aunt Barbara's house for a cookout. Philip loved swimming in the pool and did pretty well. He started out stressed but by the time he got done swimming, he was doing pretty well. He has had a good day today so far too. We started a new medicine Nemanda on Thursday, so far no negative effects and he actually seems pretty good. We'll see what happens tomorrow when demands are put back on him. His speech definitely seems better since adding the Vitamin D3.

May 28, 2009
Last week of school, things have been kind of hectic around here so I haven't posted much. Philip is doing pretty well although he woke up at 3 am this morning. He is definitely talking more. Still gets spouts of great anxiety where he covers up his head with his arms and mumbles a bunch of repetitive words under his breath. Hyperactivity seems to be improving. We are continuing to find ways to increase his sensory integration. He loves to rock in the rocker, bounce on his therapy ball, and swing on the hammock. I'm gearing up for the summer and trying to set up some type of routine for him. I'm going to use his star chart but put books on it instead and when he reads 6 books without the extra verbal stimming, he will get to go to McDonald's for his fries. Did very well at the doctor's today, actually sat still for a little bit.
May 31, 2009
Went to Turtle park today. Philip enjoyed all the turtles. We saw two Manatee off the peer but they were just under the water so not enough to hold Philip's interest. Every time it would stick its snout out of the water Philip was looking a different way and would miss it. He's been chinning a little more this weekend. Hoping it's not the new medicine. It seems he reaches the two week mark with medicines and then starts getting agitated on them.


